THOMAS AQUINAS ON THE PASSIONS

The *Summa theologiae* is Thomas Aquinas’ undisputed masterwork, and it includes his thoughts on the elemental forces in human life. Feelings such as love, hatred, pleasure, pain, hope, and despair were described by Aquinas as “passions,” representing the different ways in which happiness could be affected. But what causes the passions? What impact do they have on the person who suffers them? Can they be shaped and reshaped in order to promote human flourishing? The aim of this book is to provide a better understanding of Aquinas’ account of the passions. It identifies the Aristotelian influences that lie at the heart of the *Summa Theologiae*, and it enters into a dialogue with contemporary thinking about the nature of emotion. The study argues that Aquinas’ work is still important today, and shows why for Aquinas both the understanding and the attainment of happiness require prolonged reflection on the passions.

Robert Miner is Associate Professor of Philosophy at Baylor University.
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A note on the texts

References to ST 1a2ae cite the question, article, and portion of article (e.g. 35.3.co).

References to other parts of ST are the same, except that an initial part number is prefixed (e.g. 1.78.4.co).

References to InDA, InNE, InMet, and InPh cite the book number of the Aristotelian text, followed by numerals referring to the lectio and the paragraph divisions as they appear in Alarcón’s editions.

Unless indicated otherwise, I am working with the Latin texts as established by Enrique Alarcón, whose electronic version of Aquinas’ opera omnia, published at www.corpusthomisticum.org, is the most complete, accurate, and up-to-date edition that currently exists. Alarcón has taken over where Roberto Busa left off. Readers of Aquinas everywhere are indebted to both men.

All translations of Aquinas’ texts are my own. Latin nouns that appear in the text have generally been converted to their nominative forms, unless they appear within a clause with their grammatically correct cases.

The following titles of Aquinas’ texts are cited by these abbreviations:

InDA Sententia libri De anima
InMet Sententia libri Metaphysicae
InNE Sententia libri Ethicorum
InPh In libros Physicorum
QDA Questiones disputae de anima
QDM Questiones disputatae de malo
QDV Quaestiones disputate de veritate
ST Summa theologiae

1a = first part; 1a2ae = first part of second part, etc.; pr. = prologue; arg. N = Nth argument or “objection”; sc = argument sed contra; co = body of article; ad Nm = reply to the Nth argument.

PL and PG refer to J.-P. Migne, Patrologia latina and Patrologia graeca (see Bibliography).